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Enterprises are rapidly adopting containers for new and existing applications.
Public cloud services can offer streamlined access to agile container infrastructure,
automation, and operations.
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Introduction
Cloud-native application development programs using microservices and
containers are being widely implemented by many large enterprises,
independent software vendors (ISVs), systems integrators (SIs), and
public cloud service providers. The promised benefits of containers and
DevOps automation are well understood in terms of enabling agile
application development and operations that allow infrastructure
scalability, resiliency, and security. Kubernetes has emerged as the de facto
container orchestration standard to support these environments.
Unfortunately, many early container and Kubernetes adopters struggle with
deploying and running modern containerized applications at production
scale. Internal development staff may struggle to containerize software
libraries or manage APIs. IT operations teams may be lacking in skills and
tools needed to manage container infrastructure. Maintaining consistency
with fast-moving open source communities and ensuring that container
images are continuously secured and updated can also be difficult.

AT A GLANCE
Containers and Kubernetes provide
improved application agility, scale, and
security but also create day-to-day IT
management challenges.

IDC CONTAINER TRENDS
» By the end of 2021, enterprise customers
will run at least 50% of their containerized
applications on public cloud infrastructure.
» 93% of enterprises believe they need to
invest in container management.
» 77% of enterprises expect to purchase
container management capabilities from
public cloud service providers.

KEY TAKEAWAY
Public cloud container services can
streamline operations and time to value for
custom and packaged ISV applications.

Many organizations are turning to public cloud managed container and
Kubernetes services to help address the operational complexity of these
new platforms. IDC's research shows that by the end of 2021, at least 50% of containerized enterprise applications will
run on public cloud infrastructure. To get the full value out of their public cloud and container investments, enterprise IT
teams will need to ensure that their container development tools and infrastructure management tools are compatible
with and optimized for the public cloud infrastructure where the applications are deployed. Use of standard open source
technologies such as Kubernetes is clearly table stakes, but software integration, testing, and day 2 management choices
also need to be fully integrated and validated. Efforts by cloud platform vendors and commercial ISVs to more tightly
integrate container packaging, testing, and deployment aim to simplify and streamline many of the most cumbersome
aspects of containerized application deployment, upgrade, and ongoing IT operations life cycles.
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Current State of Enterprise DevOps, Container, and Kubernetes Adoption
IDC's research shows that 67% of enterprises currently have some level of DevOps program underway and at least
one-third of application development efforts are focused on agile and rapid development methodologies. Containers,
microservices, and public cloud services are increasingly being used to enable these efforts. The use of cloud-native
development tools and practices is expected to continue to increase aggressively.
As more organizations move from experimentation to production, the operational complexity of containerized
application environments is becoming more widely recognized. IDC's research shows that as the use of containerized
applications in production rises, both DevOps and IT operations teams feel the pressure to increase the level of
automated management; rein in container infrastructure costs; gain better insight into the dependencies across
applications, containers, and infrastructure; and better monitor and manage application performance (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1: IT Operations Priorities for Running Containers in Production
Q Currently, what aspects of container management are top priorities for the organization
managing production applications?
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n = 189 enterprise IT decision makers representing U.S. organizations with $1+ billion in annual revenue
Note: Multiple responses were allowed.
Source: IDC's Enterprise Containers and Cloud Management Survey, May 2019
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Increasing numbers of commercial ISVs are offering containerized packaging to simplify the distribution and continuous
updating of their software. This approach reduces reliance on traditional patching programs and allows ISVs to have
more consistent access to and control over updates on a highly automated, managed basis. Many ISVs are partnering
with public cloud providers to further integrate and streamline containerized application life-cycle automation and
management via marketplace portals and catalogs.
Public Cloud Solutions for Container and Cloud Operational Challenges
As containers become core to mainstream enterprise IT strategies, IDC's research shows that 93% of organizations
believe that they need to invest in container management and 77% expect to purchase container management
capabilities from public cloud service providers.
Both developers and IT operations teams recognize that broad-based use of containers will force changes in the way they
manage and secure applications and infrastructure, particularly in terms of configuration management and compliance.
Many expect to need more visibility into application performance and to rely on more advanced and comprehensive
approaches to infrastructure operations automation across private, public, multicloud, and hybrid cloud environments.
The following findings are from IDC's 2019 Enterprise Containers and Cloud Management Survey:

» Developers prioritize:
■ Integration of DevOps continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) tool chains and
microservices management
■ Managing/optimizing the container infrastructure cost and life-cycle operations
■ Consistent management of container images and registries
■ Deploying and updating monitoring agents across container application tool chains

» IT operations teams struggle with:
■ Improving use of automation to handle scale and scope of container and cloud configuration and
provisioning changes
■ Managing/optimizing the container infrastructure cost and life-cycle operations
■ Effective mapping and analysis of dependencies across applications, containers, and infrastructure to
ensure application performance and security and manage development costs
■ Deploying and updating monitoring agents across container application tool chains
Both developers and IT operations teams expect to leverage a number of container-focused open source initiatives, such
as Kubernetes Operators, Istio, and Prometheus, to enable highly automated day 2 ops, load balancing, scaling,
observability, capacity and consumption optimization, and policy-driven management.
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Benefits of Deploying Containerized Applications on Public Cloud Infrastructure
IDC's research predicts that by the end of 2021, enterprise customers will run at least 50% of their containerized
applications on public cloud container platforms and infrastructure services. Public cloud platforms typically offer
customers continuous access to emerging open source technologies and third-party applications in environments that
have been tested and hardened to support production service-level agreements (SLAs) and compliance requirements.
Many enterprises will rely on a mix of private clouds as well as one or more public clouds. Enterprises expect to use the
same Kubernetes application programming interfaces (APIs) across clouds to provide developers with a well-defined
control plane to support consistent operations of CI/CD tool chains and production application deployment at scale as
needed in multicloud environments.
Key developer benefits from developing and deploying containerized applications on public clouds include:

» Increase the ability of developers to focus on application innovation while enabling more consistent, standard,
stable, and scalable deployments and infrastructure utilization

» Build once, deploy anywhere, open, secure, and integrated, which will help transform development culture
and skills

» Add common libraries and share assets across teams, providing the opportunity to be consistent across related
applications

» Begin developing capabilities without first having to understand where the application will be deployed, especially
for organizations that plan to move to cloud or have a mixture of cloud options

» Integrate infrastructure and operations/security policies into CI/CD tools chains continuously
Major IT operations benefits of deploying containerized applications on public clouds include:

» Built-in management and visibility to track performance, compliance, and security
» Ongoing integration of tested and validated open source technology and innovation
» Built-in integrations and compatibility with advanced public cloud services such as functions as a service,
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning, storage, and other advanced features and functions

» Predefined configuration and provisioning templates, policies, and automation tooling to streamline and
standardize deployments and maintain compliance with regulatory requirements such as HIPAA, GDPR, or SOC 2
Public cloud providers and commercial ISVs, including providers of middleware and developer tools, are partnering on
multiple levels to ensure that many commercial software solutions are pretested and easily deployed onto public cloud
platforms. Public cloud providers increasingly offer integrated marketplaces and catalogs that allow customers to buy,
deploy, and manage ISV software using native public cloud management tools and services. The benefits of this type of
integration are seen across development and IT operations in terms of more stable and efficient deployments,
less downtime, and better end-to-end performance.
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Considering IBM Cloud
Integrates IBM Cloud Paks and Red Hat OpenShift for Consistent Container Management at Scale
As part of the Red Hat acquisition, IBM acquired Red Hat OpenShift, a supported Kubernetes container platform that
includes fully integrated container management, monitoring, and automation tools based on a number of open source
projects, including Istio service mesh, Prometheus, and Grafana. IBM is using OpenShift as its primary Kubernetes
distribution for packaging commercial application and middleware software products and as the basis of its IBM Cloud
container services.
IBM recently launched Cloud Paks on OpenShift to provide fully integrated, tested, containerized bundles of IBM commercial
software. Cloud Paks on OpenShift are designed to run consistently wherever they are deployed, whether on bare metal, on
virtualized infrastructure, on premises, or across one or more public clouds. In addition, IBM Cloud is partnering with Cloud
Paks teams to streamline Cloud Pak deployment and optimize runtime performance for Cloud Paks running on the Red Hat
OpenShift for IBM Cloud service. With Red Hat OpenShift on IBM Cloud, IBM provides a fully managed OpenShift experience
that is responsible for maintaining the customer's Kubernetes environment, including security, infrastructure management,
monitoring, and logging services. IBM Cloud also provides rigorous access control, identity management, workload isolation,
end-to-end data encryption, and unified event and remediation management services that allow the customer to focus on
development while IBM maintains the container and Kubernetes infrastructure.
The 5 Cloud Paks initially shipping on OpenShift and available both as standalone distributions and via the IBM Cloud are
as follows:

» Cloud Pak for Applications bundles together IBM development tools related to modernizing applications, including
WebSphere, UrbanCode Deploy/Velocity, Kabanero Enterprise (with JBoss, Node.js), IBM Application Runtimes
(with Open Liberty—Microprofile, Spring, Open J9). This Cloud Pak gives developers and IT Operations leaders—
focused on building cloud native applications and moving their apps to the cloud—rapid access to integrated,
containerized IBM development software on Kubernetes.

» Cloud Pak for Data supports creation of API-fed data lakes by securely consolidating data from a range of sources.
It includes enterprise data catalog, data management, and data governance capabilities to ensure data security and
access across a wide range of AI and analytics tools.

» Cloud Pak for Integration helps developers bridge application resources across clouds and includes IBM API
Connect, App Connect, MQ, and Event Streams.

» Cloud Pak for Multicloud Management provides a unified platform for cost management, governance, and service
catalogs across containerized cloud environments. It consolidates views of and enables a team to events,
infrastructure, and clusters.

» Cloud Pak for Multicloud Management provides a unified platform for cost management, governance, and service
catalogs across containerized cloud environments. It consolidates views of and enables a team to manage events,
infrastructure, and clusters.
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IBM Cloud Paks are being offered for reportedly near-one-click, push-button application deployment onto the IBM Cloud via
the recently introduced IBM Cloud Content Catalog. IBM Cloud provides deep integration testing, security, validation, and
ongoing day-2 management and support for all Cloud Paks deployed onto the Red Hat OpenShift for IBM Cloud service.
The IBM Cloud Content Catalog provides a unified access point to locate, configure, and automatically deploy IBM and
third-party services onto the IBM Cloud. IBM Cloud Private catalogs are available to provide curated access to a range of IBM
and third-party applications including Cloud Paks and artificial intelligence and other advanced IBM Cloud services.
The availability of IBM Cloud Paks natively on the IBM Cloud benefits both developers and IT operations teams.
Developers will be able to quickly move to the IBM Cloud while maintaining consistent access to development and
middleware tools they currently use every day. For example, developers who rely on solutions such as WebSphere and
UrbanCode will get immediate access to a modernized development platform that can scale and adapt much more
flexibly and cost effectively by taking advantage of public cloud infrastructure. Developers who need to integrate AI,
analytics, data management, and other advanced services into their tool chains will be able to take advantage of
Cloud Pak for Data and Cloud Pak for Integration capabilities on a fully integrated basis. IBM will ensure that Cloud Pak
software is updated, validated, and tested for production to maintain compatibility with the underlying Red Hat
OpenShift Kubernetes platform running, which is regularly updated to take advantage of open source innovation.
For IT operations teams, Cloud Paks on the IBM Cloud will simplify the infrastructure provisioning and configuration
activities needed to prepare for application and middleware installations as well as provide 24 x 7 reliability, updates,
security, and performance tuning. All Cloud Pak software deployed on the IBM Cloud will share in IBM Cloud's
certifications for compliance and security, including FedRAMP, GDPR, and many industry-specific compliance
requirements. While typical third-party applications deployed onto public clouds require IT operations teams to manage
sizing, testing, installation, and ongoing administration, the tight binding of IBM Cloud Paks to Red Hat OpenShift on
IBM Cloud will offer administrators a single common control plane for monitoring, role-based access control, reporting,
and automation across Cloud Paks and the IBM Cloud container infrastructure (see Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2: Why IBM Cloud?

Source: IBM, 2019

Challenges
The adoption of containerized applications across broad swaths of enterprise development and IT operations estates
creates several challenges, particularly in terms of rethinking workflows, collaboration strategies, and the role of
automation and analytics. Early users of containerized applications software noted that to take full advantage of
containers and Kubernetes, they needed to streamline many legacy IT operations processes while investing in new skills
across IT operations and development.
Many enterprises will need outside support to develop new skills, planning processes, workflows, and return-oninvestment (ROI) models for determining the best use of containerized commercial software in cloud environments.
IDC expects IBM will proactively work with customers to ease their transition toward the Cloud Pak model for purchasing
and deploying software on the IBM Cloud.
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Conclusion
IDC predicts that by 2024, 80% of all new applications developed using a programming language will be deployed on
containers to gain the benefits of deployment speed, application consistency, and portability. As containerized
applications become the norm, developers and IT operations teams will need to ensure that application and
infrastructure configuration, security, and operations are optimized to take full advantage of the benefits of public clouds
and microservices application architectures.
Applications will need to be well integrated with cloud infrastructure resources to ensure that consistent updating,
testing, validation, and performance are maintained on an end-to-end basis. Open source innovation will continue to
introduce new technologies, APIs, metrics, and options for accelerating development speed and promoting cloud
infrastructure flexibility. Serverless computing and functions as a service will further abstract away application
dependencies on infrastructure, while open standards and advanced automation and AI will continue to promote
application choice and agility.
IDC expects to see continued adoption of centers of excellence to coordinate collaboration across line-of-business (LOB),
IT operations, and developer teams; increased use of site reliability engineering (SRE) approaches to infrastructure
operations and planning; and broad use of public cloud container management services. Enterprise development and
IT operations teams will need to collaborate closely both internally and with strategic application and cloud providers to
assess how to best exploit the benefits of containers as part of their enterprise digital transformation journey.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR
IBM Cloud, IBM Cloud Paks, and Red Hat Openshift
When done efficiently, cloud-native development quickly delivers new business value to customers. Delivered on Red
Hat OpenShift, IBM Cloud Paks helps teams achieve and increase DevOps velocity by providing pre-containerized
solutions for use cases that are crucial but not directly related to meeting business objectives:

» Cloud Pak for Applications streamlines modernizing existing Java application monoliths
» Cloud Pak for Integration manages API endpoints for sharing resources across environments.
» Cloud Pak for Data consolidates and validates data for analytics
» Cloud Pak for Multicloud Management unites workloads across multiple clouds
While Cloud Paks can run on any cloud platform, running them on IBM Cloud means seamless installation and includes
all the benefits of Red Hat OpenShift on IBM Cloud, a managed Kubernetes service with integrated security (IAM, Key
Protect, container vulnerability scanning), consolidated logging & monitoring across regions/zones, and access to 190+
services.
For more details on IBM Cloud Paks: https://www.ibm.com/cloud/paks/
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